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gave the obligation a more restricted and purely defensive
character.
According to Art. IV: "In case a Great Power, non-
signatory to the present treaty, should threaten the security
of the states of one of the High Contracting Parties, and
the threatened Party should find itself forced on that ac-
count to make war against it, the two others bind themselves
to observe towards their Ally a benevolent neutrality. Each
of them reserves to itself, in this case, the right to take
part in the war if it should see fit to make common cause
with its Ally."
Art. V was calculated to secure solidarity of action:
"If the peace of one of the High Contracting Parties should
chance to be threatened under the circumstances foreseen
by the preceding Articles, the High Contracting Parties
shall take counsel together in ample time as to the military
measures to be taken, with a view to eventual cooperation.
They engage henceforth, in all cases of common participa-
tion in a war, to conclude neither armistice, nor peace, nor
treaty, except by common consent among themselves."
The Treaty of Alliance was for five years, and its con-
tents and its existence were to be kept secret.
The Triple Alliance was expected to bring considerable
advantages to each of its members, Italy gained an increase
in prestige and power by alliance with the powerful German
Empire, and could now be accounted one of the Great
Powers. Her royal government, which had shown some
signs of tottering before revolutionary agitation, was much
strengthened and less likely to be disturbed by papal or
French attacks. Moreover, Italy would have less fear of
trouble with Austria, who now became her ally instead of
her enemy—at least as far as the governments, if not the
populations, of the two countries were concerned. The
obligations which Italy assumed in return were not heavy,
She did not have to assist Austria in a war between Austria

